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Sizing up how they shop can put women in the
right frame of mind
ALLISON KAPLAN

Full closet, nothing fits. You're not the only one. Most women care far more about squeezing into
an 8 than how that 8 actually looks.

Talbot's recently conducted a national fit survey of more than 2,200 women ages 35 to 65. The
results are not surprising, but they do confirm how warped our logic is when it comes to getting
dressed:

• Eighty-five percent of women determine whether something fits based on the size tag rather
than appearance.

• Sixty-two percent of women surveyed said they consider items only in their specific size.

• Ninety-four percent of the women surveyed do not wear all of their clothes on a regular basis.
Forty percent admitted to buying clothes they planned to fit into when they lose weight; 33
percent have clothes in their closet that are too small; 36 percent own unworn apparel that needs
to be tailored.

We aren't doing our bodies — or our bank accounts — any favors by shopping this way. First of
all, that number means nothing. One clothing manufacturer's 6 might be another's 10. Even
within one brand, sizes can vary from season to season.

"A lot of people haven't thought about size systematically," says Emily Neill, a Boston-based
wardrobe consultant and author of "Closet Smarts" ($19.95; Fair Winds Press), the latest how-to
on building a flattering wardrobe. It's useful if you want to better understand what styles will work
best for your body shape.

And really, body shape — not fashion sense — is the key. Knowing your problem areas will help
to determine whether skinny jeans are a trend you should embrace or skip. Don't be a slave to
fashion, Neill says. "Jackets and pants come in a thousand cuts. Find the ones that are flattering
to you."

It's only fair that Neill reveals her own body flaws. "I have broad, rounded shoulders, which I hate,
and the top of my arms are heavy," she readily admits. But instead of feeling sorry for herself
over a pint of Chunky Monkey, Neill shops for styles she knows will downplay her least-favorite
parts. She looks for seams that hit at the edge of her shoulders to make them seem square. She
avoids capped sleeves and chooses slightly longer cuts.

Still, even the expert makes mistakes. "I really love fitted clothes," Neill says. "I go for things that
are too small, and I won't notice that it emphasizes my back fat."

That's why it's so important to think about clothes three-dimensionally. The reason a dress looks
fantastic in a fitting-room mirror and frumpy at home is because you're posing, sucking in,
standing on tiptoes in the store. Try to be natural — move around, sit down, get the rear view.

And remember, big clothes don't mask body flaws — they just make you look bigger. When you
wear something fitted (which is different than too small), it shows that you're not hiding, Neill
says. Extra details like ruching or even a belt do a better job of deflecting attention from areas
you don't want people to see.
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"Most women are wearing sizes that are too big for them," Neill says. "When I show them what
actually fits, it's a huge revelation."

Here are some other pointers:

• Know your bust, waist and hip measurements. Now, it may seem pointless to subject yourself to
the torture of those numbers, since clothes aren't sized by hip or chest width. But most national
brands do provide a chart that shows how clothing sizes equate to body measurements. And
more important, the numbers will help you think about body shape, says Talbot's spokeswoman
Betsy Thompson. Talbot's is one of many chains offering more than one silhouette to suit various
body types. "Sometimes, it's not that something doesn't fit. Rather, it's not the best shape for
you."

• Identify proportions and try to balance your figure. For example, flare-leg pants will minimize
wide hips.

• Try on different styles and sizes to compare fit. Watch for wrinkles that might indicate too much
or too little fabric. Aim for a fit that skims the outline of your figure without clinging to every curve.

• Remember that no one is examining the size tag in your shirt — they're looking at how it fits
your frame. Make sure you are doing the same.

Allison Kaplan can be reached at akaplan@pioneerpress.com or 651-228-5116. For more on
shopping from Allison Kaplan, visit the Savvy Shopper page at www.twincities.com/living.
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